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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!

his year (2020) Russia turns 1,158
years old. Of course, that’s not the
age of the land, it’s the age of reasonably
organized society. I think we can use the
date of 862 AD AT LEAST to mark the
begining of Russian people noticing
things and keeping records. Also, people
started recording things told to them by
their predecessors. All I wish to do here is
find a reference point as to when Russian
people started coming up with names and
recording them for the hominoids they
saw.
Because Russia is such a massive
country there was not a lot of early
communications so numerous regions
came up with their own names. Dr. John
Bindernagle tried to sort this out and was
informed of the most popular names (I
am sure there are many others) as shown
on the adjacent map. All of the names
shown obviously resulted over at least
1,000 years.
The only parallel to this situation is
North America. In this case, numerous
tribes of Native people who have been
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Witness drawings of what is refrred to as a kaptar in Russia (1957) and photos
(video stills) of a hominolid taken in Poland in the 1990s. Note the similarity.

providing artistic evidence for at least
1,000 years created their own names for
the sasquatch. As I recall the count is over
150 different names.
The burning question is, how many
different hominoid types do the names in
both cases infer?
One of the Russian names
“kaptar”created a minor stir in the then

Soviet scientific circles in 1957 and 1958
when a noted hydrographer, A.G. Pronin,
from Lexingrad University saw twice a
kaptar in the Pamir Mountains (two
expeditions in those years—not sure of
details). He created the witness drawings
seen here, which are exceedingly good. I
would expect that Pronin had either a
Masters or a Doctorate (PhD) in
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hydrography, so would have been a
highly credible witness. Nevertheless,
Pronins experiences were not taken
seriously by Soviet scientists and are now
simply a part of hominology records.
As to all the other Russian names,
Dmitri Bayanov tells us that the most
common is “leshy.” I think this might be
because this hominoid is in the more
populated part of the country. The
following artistic depiction of a leshy
appears to be very old.

Whatever the case, from general
information on the Internet the hominoids
referenced (those I could find) are very
much the same—ape-like hair-covered
man or woman.
About ten years after A.G. Pronin’s
first experience, the Americans (Patterson
and Gimlin) got movie footage of a
sasquatch in California (1967). In this
case, the hominoid is female, so no long
beard. Frame 364 from the film follows:

The latest artwork we have the the
almasty is by witness Andrey
Lyubchenko (2019) is as follows (B&P
Issue no. 41):

Most certainly, this hominoid is haircovered, but not profusely like a bear.
Had Pronin seen it in Russia, I think he
would have called it a kaptar.
I am sure many skeptics will read this
and say, “OK, this thing has been seen
and recorded in Russia and North
America for at least 1,000 years. Now tell
me why we don’t have any tangible,
decisive evidence of one or the other.”
My answer is, obviously what we have
been doing and are doing is not working.
This issue needs serious scientific study
and serious government money to
resolve.
Reference for this material on A.G.
Pronin: Ivan Sanderson, 1961.
Abominable Snowmen: Legend Come to
Life, page 309.
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oren Coleman brought to my
attention that the wonderful yeti
artwork in B&P 102 was created by Gino
D’Achille (1935–2017). I found an
obituary article and present it on the next
page. I also found a detail of the original
work (not the full painting) as seen above,
which shows the ground level. We can see
that Gino did not agree with the
configuration of the yeti foot as indicated
by the footprints found in 1953. Here is
my cast copy again.
Obviously, the toes seen
in the cast would not
appear as Gino has
them. Would he have
known
about
the
footprints? I think so.
When a man like that
does something, he checks things out. He
would ask his secretary to provide a full
statement on whatever or whoever he was
asked to depict.
I have menteioned before that artists
of that calibre have remarkable insights,
which come through many years of
experience. The can take what is known
and connect the dots, as it were, and
provide an image that very likely is
highly accurate.
In Gino’s original artwork, there are
three men looking down at the yetis in a
snowfield as seen here. I believe this was
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As in North America hominoids start
off as “wild men” or “men gone wild”
and then as more information comes to
light they transform into hair-covered
hominoids. The following depiction of a
leshy by P. Dobrinin was created in 1906.
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likely associated with the Slavomir
Rawicz and company experience as
related in his book The Long Walk.
When I first learned of Rawicz,
I asked artist Gary Krejci if he
would depict the scene when the
yetis were first spotted. I featured
his artwork, as follows, in my book
Know the Sasquatch.

Gary depicted the scene from
th opposite perspective. We see
Rawicz gazing down on two yeti.

